
Development Process 
Assessment Interview: Self-Assessment Questions 

Being a cross-cultural missionary is a high calling. With this calling comes a need to examine oneself and 
begin developing a plan to grow in areas that make you more like Christ and equip you to be the most 
effective servant as possible. Before your assessment interview, take some time to ask yourself the 
following questions. Where are you excelling and where do you need to grow? Come to the interview 
ready to share where what you discover. 

The following are the three key areas for missionary preparedness: 

Knowing: Knowing God, His Word & His Mission. 
1. Do you have a deep understanding of the Bible- the unfolding of the redemptive story, 
general concepts and major themes? Are you able to study the Bible for yourself and teach 
it to others? 
2. Do you have a good understanding of theology? Are you able to articulated these truths and 
teach them to others? 
3. Do you have a good understanding of global missions including biblical themes, history, best 
practices, current trends, practical issues and definitions of major concepts? 
4. Do you have a good understanding of the world outside of America including world 
geography, different cultures, global trends and the state of the global church? 

Being: Being Transformed into the Image of Christ 
1. Are you practicing a planned and consistent devotional life personally and for your family? 
How can you grow in this area? 
2. Are being intentional to love and serve your wife, children and friends? Are you living in 
open and transparent community with other believers? 
3. Do you consistently practice the disciplines of abiding in Christ, confession of sin, solitude, 
rest, self-denial and humility? 
4. Do you meet the qualifications laid out for elders and deacons in 1 Timothy 3:1-13 and Titus 
1:5-16? Which of these do you need to grow in? 
5. What emotional baggage do you still carry with you from your past? What are sin struggles 
you have dealt with in the past and what are the sins you currently struggling with? 
6. What are character weakness that you see in your own life? 

Doing: Doing the Work of Ministry and Multiplication 
1. Have your skills, leadership and calling been test in the context of the local church? What 
has this looked like? How are you growing in these areas? 
2. Are you living the life of a missionary here in your current context? Are sharing the Gospel 
with people on a regular basis? Are you discipling believers toward maturity? 
3. Do you have significant experience in an international context? Have you spent time 
overseas (more than short-term trips?) Are you in relationships with internationals in your 
current context? 
4. Outside of ministry skills; what experience, assets and skills do you have to offer? This 
might include degrees, work history, hobbies, life experience, etc.

*This material was created by Sojourn Community Church in Louisville, KY. Please cite Sojourn when using or adapting this material.


